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SEVERAL years ago as I began to work through my voluminous files on American folk
medicine, I became interested in some of the unusual remedies that have been em-
ployed to combat respiratory ailments in the United States and Canada. This interest
was considerably heightened in 1964 when two Virginia scholars called attention to
the use of grist mills in the treatment of whooping-cough in their own state and in
the neighbouring state of West Virginia.' Their search was prompted by a Penn-
sylvania Dutch custom, dating from the 1880s, or before, of placing a child with
whooping-cough in a hopper of grain in a grist mill until the grain was ground out.
In the same year my research assistant and I made a preliminary survey of American
folk medical prescriptions for the cure of respiratory ailments.2 On the basis of
further study, I am now able to make a fuller statement. The survey is now being
broadened to include material that has come to hand from the British Isles and
from several countries of Europe.
An eighteenth-century Scottish physician, William Buchan, writing on chin-cough,

or whooping-cough, in 1772, said that 'the most effective remedy in this disease is a
change of air. This often removes the malady even when the change seems to be from
a purer to a less wholesome air .. . Part of this prescription was the recommendation
that the patient should be removed some distance from the place where he contracted
the disease. These views on a change of air were widely accepted and became, or
were already a part of the folk medical treatment of whooping-cough in the British
Isles.4 A change of air has not been reported for the treatment of whooping-coughs
or hiccoughs in the folklore literature from Scandinavia, Germany, the Low Countries,
and France, but this may be due to the failure to collect and report this popular folk
medical custom. In Spain, for example, croup, a malady of the throat which affects
breathing in children, is treated by sending the patient into the mountains for a
change of air." Likewise, children were carried to Gowk Craig in Forgan Parish in
Fife so they could recover from whooping-cough by remaining for two hours where
the 'seven airs' blow, and in the North Riding of Yorkshire patients ordered to go to
the country for a change of air were told to seek a spot 'where three roads meet.'6
Another famous high place to which people with respiratory disorders went was the
viaduct, Archway Road, Highgate, in the northern part of London. Nurses formerly
took children to this spot, and people are reported to have come to the bridge from
far and wide with their children.7 Tan-Hill was a north country place to which people
in Lancashire and Westmorland also took their children for relief from whooping-
cough.8 That faith in high ground and a change of air was generally believed as

* I am grateful to the University of California, Los Angeles, for making this study possible, and
to the Weilcome Historical Medical Library and Museum in London for making its rich holdings
in folk medical literature and the services of its staff available to me during an extended stay in
London during the summer of 1966.
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being efficacious for the treatment of whooping-cough is seen in a cure performed in
the 1880s in the West Riding of Yorkshire whereby the young patient was pulled
under the stomach of a donkey three times in a passing-through ritual. The corres-
pondent to Notes and Queries believed, however, that the cure was due in part to the
fact that the ceremony was performed on a high hill where a change of air was an
important factor in the cure.9 The taking of children with whooping-cough atop the
Blackpool tower in Lancashire for a change of air,'0 in very recent times is further
evidence of the faith which people have in the beneficial effect of rarified atmosphere
in the treatment of this disease. Even more striking are the so-called 'Nursery Flights'
of the Royal Air Force station in Austria in 1955, in which the children of R.A.F.
members suffering from whooping-cough were taken aloft to expose them to the low
barometric pressure in aeroplanes flying at high altitudes."

Mothers of Hull are reported to have taken their suffering youngsters across the
Humber to New Holland and back again for the change of air this trip afforded.
Such a mission was called 'crossing strange water."l2 Like the mountains, the seaside
afforded a welcome change of air, and the sea air was sought by Lancashiremen and
Westmorlanders for the treatment of whooping-cough.'3 In the light of the examples
cited, one might wonder if the prescription for whooping-cough, namely, to carry a
child fasting into three parishes on a Sunday morning, as reported from Devonshire
in the 1850s, might not somehow have involved, whatever other virtues, the change
of air that such a lengthy journey might have entailed.'4

Just as a change of air brought relief to sufferers from whooping-cough and other
respiratory ailments, whether by trips to high places or to the seaside, so also were
the natural earth fumes and gases thought to be beneficial. Making the whooping-
cough patient follow the plough and inhale the smell of the newly turned land was
widely reported in Essex,'5 and no doubt regarded as beneficial elsewhere. In County
Fife, likewise, the smell of freshly-dug earth was held to be beneficial for whooping-
cough. Accordingly, a hole was dug in the earth and the patient made to breathe the
emanations.'6 In Norfolk and Suffolk a hole was dug in a meadow, and the child's
head held in it until a cough was heard.'7 Transference of the disease to the earth
seems to have been involved in an Essex cure for the same disease. After the child's
head had been held in the hole until he coughed, the hole was filled again and the
cough left there with it."' Sometime during the second half of the nineteenth century
a group of sufferers from pulmonary tuberculosis were reported to have taken up
residence in the Mammoth Cave in Kentucky for what benefits the air of the cave
would bring, but the whole venture was a failure. Several died and the remainder
returned to daylight with the chance of life sadly impaired.'9
By way of analogy to natural caves in the earth, man-made holes such as mines

and charcoal pits were used in the treatment of whooping-cough.20 The patients were
either held over the opening of the pit so as to breathe the escaping air, or they were
actually taken into the mines on the advice of a physician, as in Scotland.2' In County
Fife bread was taken into the pits, impregnated with the air of the mine, and then
given to the patient for 'a change of air'.22 A beneficial change of air was likewise
associated with lime kilns, where not only whooping-cough was treated,23 but also
pulmonary tuberculosis. Patients suffering from this disease were encouraged to
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sleep near the old-fashioned open lime kilns, as in the Lake District.24 Apparently,
belief in the so-called 'harmonious air' of lime kilns,25 also lay at the base of an
Alabama belief in the efficacy of croup patients inhaling the fumes of unslaked lime
to keep them from strangling.26
The custom of taking children suffering from whooping-cough to the gas-works

has been reported from different parts of England and the United States, and the
breathing of such air was likewise recommended as a cure for croup in Spain.27
Writing in 1879, William Henderson reports that a girl suffering from whooping-
cough in one of the northern counties was taken several days successively to the
gas-works to breathe what her mother called the 'harmonious air'.28 Children of
Glasgow suffering from whooping-cough were taken to the gas-works for relief,29
as were those of Westmorland and Lancashire,30 while afflicted youngsters in Norfolk
were encouraged to 'sit in the lee of the local gas works'.3' This strange folk medical
custom was also observed elsewhere in Scotland besides Glasgow. When an outbreak
of whooping-cough occurred in County Fife in 1891, it was observed that the keeper
of the gas-works did not take the complaint. This was explained as being due to the
fact that the air near a gas-works contains pyradin, which is supposed to act as an
antiseptic and a germicide.32 This is the only attempt at an explanation of the practice
which I have encountered in the folklore literature, and may or may not have a basis
in fact. The supposed cure of whooping-cough by the inhalation of ammoniacal fumes
at a gas-works, turns up in one of the earliest American folklore publications, a
small brochure dealing with beliefs and customs in and around Philadelphia in the
late 1880s. There are no details, simply the reporting of the fact that children could
be cured by inhaling the ammoniacal fumes at the gas-works." In Adams County,
Illinois, young sufferers from whooping-cough were taken to a gas-house and carried
through the building several times.34 Related to breathing the vapours of gas-works
is the breathing not only of fumes from chemical plants, as recommended in Scot-
land,35 but the vapours of distilleries also, as in Glasgow.36
More widely known geographically than any treatment involving mines, kilns,

factories, or other industrial works is the curious custom, alluded to at the beginning
of this article, of taking a child into a grist mill and holding it over the hopper. This
practice is reported from the British Isles and Spain, and from several parts of the
United States. In England and Scotland, inhalation of the dust from the mill is not
specifically stated, as the child is pulled in and out of the hopper, often as many as
nine times.37 In Ireland, likewise, the child was lifted rapidly into a mill hopper and
out again three times in succession.38 In his three-volume medical dictionary of
1743-1745, in an entry under 'pertussis', Robert James explained the placing of a
child in a grist mill as being done to induce fright, with the grinding of the wheels,
the noise, etc.39 Credence is lent to this view by the practice in Galicia, Spain, of
carrying a child nineteen times around the cogwheel of a mill, with no reference to
placing the child near the hopper, nor even the intimation that it was specifically a
grist mill, even though the word 'mill' generally connotes some sort of flour or grist
mill."' The theory of inducing sudden fright, as in the case of hiccoughs, is unknown
to me, and does not occur in my files containing some five hundred entries on
'whooping-cough'. However, elements of fright to the child are seen in a folk medical
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ritual from the Ozarks where a child is taken to the grist mill to be 'ground in the
hopper' for the cure of paralysis.4" American examples, apparently, never specifically
mention inhalation of the air and dust from the mill hopper. In the twenty careful
interviews made by Smith and Stewart in Virginia, West Virginia, and the Penn-
sylvania German country, breathing the emanations from the mill does not come up.
Also, there is no lifting in and out of the hopper, as in the British Isles. Usually the
child is placed in the mill 'until the grist is ground', as in Pennsylvania,42 'until the
mill grinds a half a bushel of corn', as in North Carolina, where the practice is carried
out by Negroes as well as whites,'8 or the child is made to sit in the hopper of a mill
'until the grain has run out', as in Illinois." It should be noted that children in the
United States were also taken to grist mills as a preventive measure.45 The only
place where the breathing of the dust from the freshly-ground flour and meal is
specifically mentioned is from two different parts of Spain. In both cases the treatment
is for whooping-cough.46

Other kinds of polluted air caused by industrial works, or products or waste
products of their manufacture, together with emanations of smoke from other sources,
can now be taken up as they relate to the curing of whooping-cough and other
diseases, including the plague. The breathing of smoke from a railroad tunnel by
patients while on a train,47 or their specifically entering a tunnel to inhale the smoke
left in the tunnel after a train has passed through, is a custom reported from Spain
as late as the 1940s.4* This latter practice also applied to the treatment of croup.49
In America resort to railroad tunnels for the cure of whooping-cough is reported only
from the Pennsylvania German country.50 Miners in Pennsylvania and adjoining
states where coal is mined believed that powder smoke was the only cure for whooping-
cough, and fathers, accordingly, would carry their ailing youngsters into the mines
to be exposed to the sulphurous fumes.51

Early in the nineteenth century, T. W. Wansbrough, a surgeon in Fulham, used
tar vapour successfully in treating whooping-cough. He simply produced the vapour
by sticking a hot poker into Barbadoes tar and letting the child breathe the fumes.52
Since relegated to the realm of folk medicine, this practice has continued in use until
our own time." In Moby Dick (1851) Herman Melville tells how sailors, thinking
they would catch the plague, would dip oakum into coal tar and hold it to their
nostrils (ch. 91). Pine resin put into a pot of boiling water is used much the same way
for the cure of croup in Alabama as the patient inhales the fumes.54 Breathing the
smoke from pine knots taken from lumber was a method of treating croup in Texas. 5
Among the kinds of 'less wholesome air', which William Buchan alluded to as

being beneficial for the treatment of chin-cough in the eighteenth century, the follow-
ing can be mentioned. Apart from gases and vapours of the kind we have just con-
sidered, there are human and animal odours of various kinds that are recommended
in folk medicine. The holding of a child over a privy or commode for example is
reported from both the British Isles and the United States.56 More widely known as a
cure for respiratory ailments and throat infections was the air of the stable. In the
Slavic countries and Germany tuberculars were taken into animal stalls,57 while
asthma was treated in Holland in the same way.58 A cowstall is specifically mentioned.
In Scotland patients suffering from whooping-cough were taken to a byre. If, during
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the process, the child gave a kink, or cough, it was considered a good sign.59 In
Virginia, children with whooping-cough were allowed to play in the stable all day."°
A manure-pile ritual, wherein a child with thrush was held over a steaming manure
pile, as a verbal charm was said over him in the three highest names, was reported
from Indiana as late as the early 1960s.61
The breath and smell of a cow were considered good for consumption in Scotland,62

while the smell of sheep, particularly in the sheepfold, was recommended not only
for whooping-cough pretty much throughout England and Scotland, but for other
diseases as well, including bronchitis, consumption, and tuberculosis. In Somerset,
for example, it is thought that one may still cure bronchitis simply by passing through
a flock of sheep." In the shires of Dorset, Somerset, and Oxford, consumption was
treated by having the patient enter a sheepfold, or walk around a sheepfold, very
early in the morning, early enough in Dorsetshire, for example, to see the sun rise."
Treatment in the sheepfold for whooping-cough is reported from Devonshire and
Essex.ff5 In an earlier day it was sufficient for the patient simply to roll around on the
spot where a sheep had bedded down for the night, the only stipulation being that
the dew must still be on the field."

Less well-known cures relating to animal odours and offensive emanations involve
the breathing of the unpleasant smell of a goat or a fox for a week,67 and the taking
of children to pigstyes before dawn and forcing them to bite into the hog trough."
In the Bradford-Shipley district the smell of a maggot farm was thought to be bene-
ficial for tuberculosis, and during World War I soldiers were marched through it to
strengthen their resistance to tuberculosis." In Oklahoma the smell of the warm
viscera of a slaughtered hog was recommended as a cure for a common cold and
sore throat.70.
The inhalation of the breath of horses, mules, and donkeys, or oral contact with

these creatures, is well known in the British Isles, but perhaps even more widely
so in the United States. In Suffolk, for example, the custom is known as 'taking the
horse's breath',71 and is reported from the early 1850s.72 The breath of a stallion was
prescribed in Suffolk,73 and that of a piebald horse in Herefordshire.74 In 1882, a
correspondent to Notes and Queries, area unstated, wrote that a cart-horse is supposed
to snort into the face of a child suffering from whooping-cough,75 while across the
Atlantic, in states as widely separated as Georgia, Tennessee, Kentucky, and Illinois,
a stallion or a horse is made to snort or blow into a child's face for thrush (thrash)
or tonsilitis.76 Running a horse or racing one until it froths at the mouth, and then
holding a child with whooping-cough to its mouth is reported from both Maryland
and Louisiana from the mid-1920s.77 Ten years later this custom was reported for the
same disease from Illinois, but the case discussed was referable to about 1860. It is
specified that after racing a horse until it is almost out of breath, the child should
breathe 'what little breath is left' in the horse's mouth.78 A stallion breathing into
the throat of a child suffering from whooping-cough was recommended in North
Carolina after World War I,79 while a white horse was specified for this special
office in Mississippi as late as 1923.80

Contact with the mouth of animals involves an exchange of air, so the kissing of
mules or donkeys deserves to be mentioned in connection with inhalation of the
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breath of animals. A sore throat in Ireland, for example, was cured by inhaling and
swallowing the breath of a donkey three times in succession for three consecutive
mornings.8" A Scottish curative ritual for whooping-cough involved inhaling the
breath of an ass and then passing the patient under its belly and over its back.82 The
only instance of a mule or donkey-kissing ritual for the cure of a respiratory ailment
that I can turn up comes from Illinois, where it was known over twenty years ago.
Kissing the nostrils of a mule, according to the belief, would cure catarrh.83

Close oral contact with other animals, including kissing, is seen in a Georgia cure
for hiccoughs whereby the victim kisses a dog in the mouth," and an Irish and
American treatment for sore throat, thrush, and whooping cough, which involves
making a gander hiss or spit down the victim's throat. Details, unfortunately, are
lacking.8"

Fish were also pressed into service for the curing of whooping-cough. They were
either held against the child's mouth so as to breathe down it, or the process was
reversed, whereby the patient breathed down the fish's mouth, thus communicating
the disease to the fish. Finally, live fish, usually minnows, were swallowed. Interesting
though these two last-named categories are, I cannot treat them here.86 The breathing
of fish down the throat of a sufferer from whooping-cough was known in the British
Isles during the nineteenth century,87 and this old practice has lived on in twentieth-
century America. An interesting account of a young mother begging a fish from a
fisherman along the banks of the SchuyLkill River in the neighbourhood of Phila-
delphia around 1875, indicates that perhaps this custom is of long standing in
America.88 Other cases of this custom have been reported from Pennsylvania.89

Frogs and toads were likewise held in the mouth or up to the mouth of a child,
but it is not always clear whether the frog or toad blew into the child's mouth, or
whether it sucked the child's breath and thus absorbed the disease. The reference
given here for Shropshire may involve the same kinds of cures we have been discussing
in connection with animals and fish,90 but in all of the rest of the cases cited from the
British Isles, transference of the disease to the frog is either clearly indicated, or to
be implied.91 The German and Dutch examples likewise emphasize transference of
the disease to the frog.92 An American example from New York State also clearly
deals with the transfer of the child's sore throat to the frog, which absorbs the poison
and spits forth green froth."9 The holding of toads to a child's mouth in Cheshire for
the cure of whooping-cough apparently involves a passage of air from the toad to the
child, in the regular way,94 as does a case cited in the English Dialect Dictionary,
wherein it is reported that a child could not 'get shut of the chin-cough, though he had
sucked two toads to death.'95
Though the drinking of a child from a bucket or from a drinking trough immediately

after a horse has drunk has elements that are related to the practices under discussion,
there is not space to enter upon a discussion of this matter here. Nor is there space to
consider the drinking of milk by a child for various respiratory conditions after a cat,
ferret, or fox has lapped milk from a saucer or other receptacle. At best these would
represent only secondary contacts, for the exhalations of the animals over the milk
would long since have been dissipated by the time the child could be brought to the
vessel to drink.
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Finally, we come to a discussion of the use of the human breath in the curing of
respiratory and throat ailments. Claiming our interest in this connection is the quali-
fication of the person himself as a healer, whether he be a posthumous child, a child
born with a caul, a seventh son, a seventh son of a seventh son, a third son of a third
son, a daughter who has never known her father, or a woman whose last name remains
unchanged after marriage. Once more, references from the British Isles and America
predominate. In the North Riding of Yorkshire, for example, a female who never
knew her father blew in the mouth of a child suffering from whooping-cough nine
mornings in succession, this with fasting breath.96 Posthumous sons are credited with
curing victims of whooping-cough in Georgia, Maryland, Illinois,97 and among the
southern Negroes,98 and a child born with a caul was believed in Indiana to possess
this same gift of curing whooping-cough.99 In Ireland a seventh son could cure thrush,
so it was believed, by breathing into the mouth of a child,100 as could a posthumous
son.10' A posthumous son, likewise, or the seventh son in a family, were believed in
Indiana to have the gift of curing thrush in the aforesaid manner.102 In Kentucky a
third son of a third son was thought to be thus endowed,'08 while in Tennessee the
healing power rested with a woman who had married without changing her name.104
Posthumous children, when grown, are also credited with being able to cure croup,
as cases reported from Maryland and the Ozark country show.'05

Finally, among the Pennsylvania Germans there is a belief that if a child kisses a
Negro full in the mouth, he will be free of whooping-cough.'06 Some say a lifelong
immunity is built up by such a kiss if the act takes place while the child is under
one year of age.'07

Fumigation of all kinds, including the burning of animal and plant products and
mineral compounds cannot be taken up here for lack of space, nor can the inhalation
of water vapour, and the fumes of such common household remedies as vinegar
(hot vinegar), turpentine, kerosene, creosote, sulphur, and the like. Many of these
household remedies and treatments are so common as not to be of great concern in
a paper devoted mainly to the more unusual kinds of inhalants.
The preponderance of data from the British Isles and America does not, it seems to

me, invalidate the notion that the use of inhalants for respiratory ailments was once
widespread throughout Europe, and perhaps still is known in many countries; it
simply points out the need for more and better collecting, and for the researching of
scattered materials that have not always found their way into the standard compila-
tions of folk medicine, country by country.
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